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Abstract: Play should be at the hearth of children’s daily lifes. A play space needs to be of high quality and
shall attract children’s attention while improving their physical and psycho-social development. For this reason,
a well-designed physical environment is important to support children’s needs. In the study, a proposal is
developed for a multifunctional playground module, which is named as 7-Code,. for children’s environment. The
module is intended to improve social, emotional and motor skills of children between 5 and 11 ages. The
generated idea is in the light of the education philosophies with a special emphasis on Wright’s gifts and
occupations and learning by doing philosophies. The module enables four different usage alternatives and
it is developed from the view point of material property as well. The most suitable material is decided as wood-
plastic composite with its various design features. 
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INTRODUCTION and inspire children [7]. Designers shall also tap into

Children play in different ways according to their own development process. McDonagh et al. (2002) defines
interests and abilities. While playing, all children,healthy and presents this product personality profiling as a
and disabled, have specific needs, not only from their technique for researchers and designers. It is a user-
physical development point of view, but also for their centered approach with qualitative techniques, such as
social and cognitive development [1]. Playing activity lets product personality profiling, mood boards and visual
children to improve their personality and helps to product evaluation. An environment which is designed
communicate with the social environment. The researches for children shall involve child centered specially
prove that children behaviours are determined by the designed playground modules [8].
psycho-social environment more than personal Children spend their time in natural or human-made
characteristic such as personality and intelligence [2-5]. It environments, in traditional or modern ambiances and
is desirable young children shall spend more hours in the interior or outer spaces. These physically-interactive
pre-school setting with many facilities and quantified staff environments are effective on children development and
to enrich and stimulate them socially and intellectually [6]. they shall meet children’s psycho-social requirements as
Therefore, the physical learning environment should be well. It is also stated that, teaching and learning through
more inspirational, challenging and provoking. This is play can enhance a child’s language development and
possible by utilising suitable architectural elements, by reading abilities as well [9]. 
designing and developing playgrounds in the service of Psycho-social requirements of children can be
children. Dudek (2007) believed  that  designed  elements examined in four different categories that shall be
with their texture, sound, light and colour shall challenge considered     in      developing     a      playground     area.

users’ emotional interaction with the product
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Firstly, every child has to grow in a healthy and Code” which is the initialised version of “7 Coloured
convenient surrounding which shall be designed properly Design”. It covers the colors of the rainbow and its form
from building physics point of view. Design parameters resembles to rainbow. The module is intended to be used
regarding heating, ventilation, lighting and acoustical by children between 5 and 11 years old.
design shall be satisfied according to norms and Type of the research covers three interrelated steps;
standards. The furniture and all related equipment shall be motor activity items, education philosophies, safety
designed in regard to the anthropometric data which regulations including material selection. The playground
enhances the motor activities of children. Meanwhile, module is designed to enable different experiences such
safety requirements in children playground area shall be as a climbing wall, balance steps, sitting and activity
satisfied from spatial privacy point of view, security of life stage. For this reason, it is intended to be used in both
and material property. Besides, children need to prove vertical and horizontal positions. In the vertical position,
themselves in social activities, they shall express their it enables children to practise climbing that is beneficial
feelings while they are playing within groups. Results of for physical development. In the horizontal position, the
a survey indicates that movement education program module can be used as a balance step module that is
positively affected dynamic balance of pre-school beneficial for physical development. Also, it can be used
children [10]. Children shall spend their time in common as a balance step module that is functional for physical
spaces and shall have social awareness. In a research development. Meanwhile, the module can function as a
which is designed to investigate the impact of a sitting module and activity stage that is beneficial for
playground redesign intervention across time on intellectual development (it enables to assemble modular
children's recess physical activity levels using combined pieces according to shape and color, and also gives
physical activity measures and to evaluate the potential opportunity for decision making). The module also helps
influence of covariates on the intervention effect, the to improve social skills such as social communication and
results indicate that playground markings and physical it provides collaboration. Figure 1 is the breakdown of the
structures are an effective method for significantly research problem with an emphasis on the module
increasing children's recess physical activity levels in the development.
longer-term [11]. Lastly, a playground area shall satisfy The methodology in the present study is through
aesthetical requirements which covers the parameters scaled models and simulation research, that are useful to
such as flexibility, improvable and dynamic surround, improve the design idea and to visualize the prototype in
intellectuality in design, diversity, complexity and three dimensional. The following step is data recording
dynamism of aesthetical concepts. While a children and data analysis which is improved by market research
playground area is being designed, these parameters shall and analysis and also by performance tests on scaled
be considered for a children-driven design. models. In the data recording stage market research and

This paper aims to identify and reflect  the  important analysis was conducted and performance tests on the
design parameters while planning and making playing scaled models and computer-aided models were applied to
modules for children’s educational spaces. In the study, evaluate the stability of the product.In the data analysis
the problem is defined in regard to the design properties phase, questionnaire with children shall be conducted in
of a playground module. A conceptual framework is order to evaluate the product. Despite the fact that, the
introduced and discussed via a multi-functional playing product is not constructed in 1/1 scale and it is difficult to
module, named as 7-Code. The importance of developing ask children to fill in a questionnaire, in the present study
children-driven playground modules and their relation to data analysis through questionnaire or statistically is
the children’s environment are discussed in the paper underestimated.
with an emphasis on related design philosophies.

Conceptual Framework for the Playground Module: The Philosophies: The 7-Code module is a multifunctional
playing module shall encourage various facets of educational module that is designed in accordance with
physical, mental and social development. Wright’s “Gifts and Occupations” philosophy. In

Definition of the Module: A multi-functional fixated sitting pieces according to shapes and colours. Thus the child’s
and playing module is developed for children’s eye  becomes accostumed  to  a  correct  sense  of  form
playground. The name of the product is given as “7- and  colour.  Meanwhile,  7-Code  module  design  is  also

Evaluation of the Module with Respect to the Education

horizontal use, children supposed to assemble modular
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Fig. 1: Development stages of the module

Fig. 2: Dimension of the module

conformed to learning by doing philosophy [12]. Children supposed to have different colours and forms. The variety
can practice to put together the colorful pieces like making in colours and forms not only attract children’s attention,
a puzzle. The pieces become a sitting unit, balance steps but also appeal to the sensory system and supports
in horizontal use, or a climbing step in the vertical use. creativity. With its modular structure, 7-Code supports
This speciality gives children opportunity for decision children’s intellectual development and cognitive abilities.
making as well. The 7-Code module  offers  different  play  experiences

Evaluation of the Module with Respect to Design allows children from different age groups  to  play
Criteria: The design of 7-Code module has different together and to communicate with each other. Thus
functions. 7-Code is suggested to fit in playgrounds with children can develop their social skills as well as physical
restricted spaces because of its multifunctional structure improvements. The form and dimensions of the designed
and suitability in different directions. The module is module    are      determined      according   to   children’s

and  supports  physical development. Meanwhile, it
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anthropometric dimensions. It has round borders which is In the light of this core knowledge, we bring forward
important for safety in children’s playground. a proposal which is a multifunctional playground module,
Methodology in design is developed by scaled models named as 7-Code.The module is intended to improve
and simulation research as can be seen in Figure 1. social, emotional and motor skills of children between 5

The module is intended to be designed by wood- and 11 ages. The generated idea is in the light of the
plastic composite, which is a polymer composite and education philosophies with a special emphasis on
consist of recycled plastic, waste wood fiber or flour. By Wright’s gifts and occupations and learning by doing, its
eliminating or reducing the amount of virgin materials size, shape is developed accordingly. The module enables
used in production and by making use of existing four different usage areas, it can be used as a climbing
materials in its manufacture, wood-plastic composite wall, balance steps, or can be converted to a sitting unit
material is a nature-friendly material. It also contributes to and activity stage. 
the efficient use of resources. Benefits of the wood-plastic The 7-Code module is developed from the view point
composite material can be summed up as physical of material property as well. Wood-plastic composite
advantages, ease of use and sustainability [13-15]. Due to material is one of the best alternatives for children’s
its physical advantages, the designed module can be used playground module because of its resistance to various
both indoors and outdoors. It is rigid, easy to shape, weather conditions, its resistance to fungi and bacteria.
mouldable and it gives the impression of wood which is a Wood-plastic composite material is also easy to give
natural material [16-19]. shape and clean. Due to it is being manufactured from

In the vertical position, the height of the module is recycled material and has low maintenance cost, wood-
220 cm and the thickness is 44 cm. In the horizontal plastic composite material is also a sustainable and a
position, it is like a staircase with steps on various heights nature friendly product [16-19].
and the height is 40 cm. When the module is used as a The study provides an important exploratory analysis
seating unit, the height is 35 cm and the width is 22 cm on the relationship between architectural components and
(please refer to Figure 2). Data recording and analysis is children’s academic achievements. 
completed via market research, analysis and performance
tests were applied on the scaled and the simulated model. REFERENCES
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